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Welcome to the BGE Midweek Classroom Broadcasts!
On behalf of the BSO Associate Conductor, Nicholas Hersh,
Assistant Conductor Jonathan Taylor Rush, the members of the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, and the BSO Education
Department, we are delighted to welcome you to our 2020-2021
Midweek Classroom Broadcasts. With the BSO’s Midweek
Concert series as the longest running education initiative at the
BSO (running since February 16, 1924), and the first regular
educational concert series of any orchestra in the country, we are
thrilled to have you join us for these concerts online.

About This Guide
On the next pages you will find the Early Listener’s Guide
for the Woodwinds Concert Program, written by a highly
skilled group of Maryland educators with specialism in
Music, Drama, Science, English/Language Arts, and
Visual Arts, led by award-winning curriculum writer and
editor, Richard McCready.
At the start of the guide is a “Snapshot” of your concert
experience. This will give you a sense of what to expect in
the concert, along with some thoughts about the various
curricular connections, and music we suggest you listen to
in the classroom or at home.
Beyond the Snapshot pages you will find a variety of
activities, called “Reeds” to signify the various directions
that you can explore in order to prepare for this concert.
Each Reed may be used in any order you wish. We have
also highlighted the various cross-curricular links that
align with each Reed so that you may jump to areas that
are of particular interest to you and your students. We
hope that your students try at least one activity prior to
viewing the concert so they can make the most of their
viewing experience.
Each activity is written to encourage students’ natural
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These guides are designed and intended as a mere starting point
for exploration, with the essential piece being the work that is
created by the student, for the student. Our ultimate goal is to
facilitate a strong connection between the music performed by
the BSO and the everyday lives of your students, so that they
may continue to take music with them wherever they go.
Please feel free to share your students’ work with us at the
BSO—we love to see where the ideas from these activities
might take your students and all the inspired, arts-integrated
work they will produce in the classroom. If you wish to share
any materials with us at the BSO, please send them to
education@bsomusic.org.
We hope you enjoy this guide, your explorations that are yet to
come, the concert experience, and sharing your creative work
with us.
Warmly,

Carole Wysocki
Director of Education & LifeLong Learning
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra

Micca Page
Education Programs Assistant
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra
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Woodwinds Concert Program
The Snowman: Concert Progra
Below are the pieces that will be available online. Please take a moment to listen.

❖ VALERIE COLEMAN: Tzigane for Wind Quintet
❖ SERGEI PROKOFIEV: Peter and the Wolf, Op. 67
❖

About the Composers:
Valerie Coleman (1970–): Flutist and
composer Valerie Coleman is one of the
most frequently performed living composers
in the United States. Born in Louisville,
Kentucky, she had already written three
symphonies by the age of 14. Coleman is the
founder of the Imani Winds, an awardwinning woodwinds chamber music
ensemble.Currently the Professor of
Performance, Chamber Music and
Entrepreneurship for the Frost School of
Music at the University of Miami, her
compositions have been commissioned by
Photo Credit: Matthew Murphy
Carnegie Hall, the Library of Congress, and
the National Flute Association. Her most
well-known work, UMOJA, was listed by Chamber Music America as one of the ‘Top
101 Great American Ensemble Works’. Coleman’s pieces use stylistic inspiration
from the music of the Mississippi Delta region, the music of the Romani people, and
even rhythmic forms based on morse code! You can read more about Coleman’s
work here.
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Sergei Prokofiev (1891-1953): The pianist, conductor and composer Sergei
Prokofiev was born in Russia, and became one of the most well-known composers of
the 20th century. A student of the St. Petersburg Conservatory, he left Russia during
the Revolution in 1917 and came to the United States, residing in San Francisco. He
is known for his programmatic and operatic works, and pieces that are full of
dissonances and unusual time signatures. Some of his most famous works include his
Piano Sonata No. 1, the ballet Romeo and Juliet, and Peter and the Wolf. You can
read more about Sergei Prokofiev here.
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About the Conductor
Nicholas Hersh continues to earn acclaim for his innovative programming and a natural
ability to connect with musicians and audiences alike. As Associate Conductor of the
Baltimore Symphony Orchestra, Mr. Hersh has expanded the reach of orchestral music
in the mid-Atlantic region—most notably through BSO Pulse, a concert series of his
own conception that brings together Indie bands and orchestral musicians in unique
collaborations. He conducts the BSO in a set of subscription concerts each season, often
utilizing the unique Off the Cuff format to familiarize new concertgoers with the
orchestral repertoire. Mr. Hersh appears regularly with the National Symphony
Orchestra in concerts throughout Washington, D.C. Other guest conducting appearances
include the Houston Symphony, New Jersey Symphony, Phoenix Symphony, North
Carolina Symphony, Rochester Philharmonic, and New World Symphony. Debuts in
the 2019-20 season include the Atlanta Symphony, Louisiana Philharmonic, Sarasota
Orchestra, and Virginia Symphony. You can read more about Mr. Hersh at his website,
www.nicholashersh.com.
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About the Narrator
Anthony Parker, better known as “Wordsmith” is a Baltimore-based rapper,
musician and entrepreneur. His mission is to entertain and educate through a
message of purpose while providing clean, quality Music for the Masses.
Philanthropy has always been a major part of Wordsmith’s core values and his
partnerships with Project Plase Homeless Shelter in Baltimore and Kids
Connection Haiti keeps his purpose alive and well. As of July 2020, Wordsmith
officially opened his nonprofit “Rise with a Purpose, Inc.” Wordsmith has
released 5 albums over his career, became a Grammy Voting Member and earned
winner of Best Rap/Hip Album for Perspective Jukebox at the 16th Independent
Music Awards. 2019 brought prominent features in the hit shows Russian Doll
(Netflix), Unbreakable Kimmy Schmidt (Netflix), Preacher (AMC) and Skam
France (UK TV). Wordsmith has collaborated with notable acts Chubb Rock,
Skyzoo, Camp Lo, Sadat X, Jaz-O, Ruste Juxx, Grand Daddy I.U. & his cousin
Roc Marciano over the years. Read more about Wordsmith here.
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Woodwinds Concert Snapshot for Teachers and Students

This Woodwinds Midweek concert you will view online this year features a family
familiar favorite; Sergei Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf. Additionally, the program
opens with Tzigane by Valerie Coleman, a lively and engaging work for woodwind
quintet that allows each instrument a chance to shine within a complex and everchanging rhythmic groove. The energetic rhythms and interlocking chromatic
motives of Coleman’s Tzigane highlight the woodwinds’ virtuosic ability and the
complementary timbres of each instrument in the family. In Peter and the Wolf, each
instrument represents a specific character in our story, and they have their own
instrument and musical melody. The characters in our story are performed by various
solo instruments from each section of the BSO, and our story is narrated by Artistic
Partner, Wordsmith. Prokofiev’s writing for each character showcases the unique
talents and timbre of each instrument, from the grandfather bassoon to the quacking
duck; an oboe! Our midweek presentation also includes a discussion of the sounds
and motifs that each instrument gets to showcase, between our musicians and
conductor Nicholas Hersh. The educational activities that accompany the program are
designed to be used by students and teachers in the classroom or at home. Each
“Reed” activity introduces musical and visual artistic concepts, and encourages
careful listening and student creativity. Feel free to adapt each activity to best suit
your learner’s needs.
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Reed One: Movement Games

INTRODUCTION
Movement games are a fun way to learn in the classroom. When you take part in a
movement game, you really get to think about how your body works and moves, and
how your body might work and move if you were somebody or something else. Peter
and the Wolf is a story that features different animals as well as humans. We hope
you enjoy pretending to be Peter, his grandfather, the hunters, a duck, a cat, a wolf, or
a bird through these games.
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ACTIVITY
Find your Animal Friends

Secretly choose whether you are going to be a duck, a bird, a wolf, or a cat. On a signal
from your teacher, move around the room as your animal (make animal noises!) and try
to find other animals just like you and stay in a pack with them! How fast can you find
other animals that are the same as you?

Once everyone is in a group with their own animals, each group can perform their
animal for the rest of the class.

Next try performing your animal sound as it would be when your animal is feeling a
certain way. What do sad cats sound like? How about angry ducks? What about excited
wolves?

As you listen to Peter and the Wolf at the concert, think about how the animals would
sound as the story is told. Think about which animals are aggressive, which are
frightened, which are scared. Research more about these animals and how they behave
in nature. See if you can hear those emotions in the music as you listen.
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Gestures and Sounds
Stand in a circle with your friends. Pick the name of an animal out of a hat. Think of one
gesture and one sound for your animal and share it with everyone. Now everyone repeats it and
does it with you! You can tell them how to make it better and more like you, if you want.
Once everyone can repeat the first gesture and sound perfectly, move on to the next person in
the group. That person shares their own gesture and sound for everyone to repeat. Then the
group goes back to the beginning and repeats the first gesture and sound together.
Keep going until everyone has shared their gesture/sound and the entire group can repeat the
whole sequence of gestures/sounds together at the same time.
How fast can you do the whole sequence together without your teacher leading you? Good
luck—you may find that you really need to focus and watch one another to do this!
Listen to Peter and the Wolf in class. Create gestures for each of the characters—Peter,
grandfather, the hunters, the duck, the bird, the cat, and the wolf—and make each gesture as
you hear each animal’s sound in the story.
Animal Characters Walking and Talking Together
Peter and the Wolf features many different members of the orchestra pretending to be characters
in the story through their music. Pretending to be something else is fun, and your enjoyment of
the music will be that much more if you have already pretended to be some of the characters
from the story before you come to the concert.
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We are going to move around the classroom as different animal characters with different walks,
and see what happens when all these characters discover one another. Remember a few things:
1. There is no wrong way to move, though we should be walking, not running.
2. We are not touching anyone. Imagine everyone has a bubble around them. You can’t
“pop” someone else’s bubble.
3. When you hear the signal, freeze as fast as you can and listen.
Start walking around with your big nose or bill stuck out in front of you like a bird’s pointy
beak. Let your pointy beak lead you everywhere. Your pointy beak stops before you stop. Your
pointy beak turns before you turn. Your pointy beak sees everything first. Let your big pointy
beak see every other animal in the room as you walk around.
Say “Hello!” to everyone you pass with your pointy beak voice! You can even stop and have
beaky voice conversations with other birds if you want.
Try walking and talking with each other with the following leads and voices and find out what
happens. These are some of the characters from Peter and the Wolf. See if you can tell part of
the story without words, but just using movement and animal voice.
❖
❖
❖
❖
❖

Puffy chest lead (the duck)
Slinky hip lead (the cat)
Growly belly lead (the wolf)
Generous heart lead (Peter)
Collapsed knee lead (Grandfather)

Choose your favorite lead and voice and walk around and see what happens when you talk to
each other. What stories start to happen?
Now add some classroom instruments to the mix. Carry a musical instrument with you as you
walk around the room. Can you transfer your animal’s walk and voice to the instrument?
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Curriculum Connections
❖ Music
❖ Drama
❖ English Language Arts
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Reed Two: Telling an Animal Story
INTRODUCTION
Peter and the Wolf is a story all about animals. The animals’ movements,
habits, surroundings, and actions all affect the plot. The music also changes
depending on the characters and what they are doing.

ACTIVITY
Many animals are natural hunters. They hunt down smaller animals to
survive. When they are young, they play at hunting to build their skills for
survival later on in life. Maybe you have a puppy or a kitten at your house.
As they grow, their play is all about learning the skills of hunting. Puppies
love to wrestle with each other, and they will often growl and snarl at each

other, even though they’re not actually fighting. Kittens love to watch fast
objects and chase them (it helps them build the skills for catching mice).
Adult animals are happy to play with their young, because they are helping

them learn survival skills for later life, when mom or dad may no longer be
around.
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ACTIVITY
Do you ever pretend you are a different animal? Like a cat, or a dog, or maybe a
dinosaur? Many of the sounds you make when you are pretending to be an
animal are their way of communicating. Animals do not speak, but they do have
sounds that they use to let others know what’s going on. A bird sings in the
morning to welcome the day, animals growl at each other when they are
fighting, baby animals may cry for their mother when they are hungry or need
warmth, and some animals may have a special call when they are looking for a
mate.
Think of your favorite animal. What would that animal sound like? Make an
animal sound and have everyone guess what it might be. How would that animal
use sounds to show that it is hungry, scared, cold, or contented? Teach
everybody in your class to make that sound.
What would it be like if we took some of those sounds and made our own story
about our special sounds? Should we give our animals names?

Create a story about animals. Use the following questions to help you: What are
the animals doing? What happens next? Is it scary? Happy? Fun? Are there
well-behaved animals and animals that are not so well-behaved? How would
you like the story to end? What would happen if you created a story with
animals that would not normally be in the same country or part of the world?
What if a polar bear lived in Florida with the alligators? What if a parrot lived
with penguins at the North Pole?
Write down your story as a script. Ask your classmates to become some of the
animal characters in your story and perform for others to watch. Maybe you
could add some music using classroom instruments. Maybe you might find
some ways in which you can use an instrument to substitute for an animal
sound.
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Curriculum Connections
❖ Music
❖ Drama
❖ English Language Arts
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Reed Three: Craft Stick Puppetry
INTRODUCTION
Music often tells a story, sometimes relating to stories that actually happened.
Sometimes it is up to the listener to imagine his or her own story. One of the fun parts
about attending concerts is imagining the stories that the pieces tell. Peter and the Wolf
tells a story with very distinct characters that you can hear in the music. You can tell
which character is being described by specific instruments that play a tune associated
with that character.
The composer also used the music accompanying the characters’ music to describe the
setting. For example, you can hear Peter’s music alongside smooth, long passages that
illustrate a calm landscape.

ACTIVITY
Read the text of the story of Peter and the Wolf all together (see Useful Web Links for a
link the text). Describe the scene, the characters, and the plot. Then listen to the music.
Pay attention to the sounds that the instruments create for each character. Discuss what
these instruments look like and how they create sounds.
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ACTIVITY
Set the Scene
Draw an illustration of each setting that occurs in the story of Peter and the Wolf.
Be sure to include a house with a gate, meadow with a tree, a pond, and a zoo.

Create Your Own Puppets
Click on the links in the Useful Links section below. Print out the character pictures,
cut them out, and glue them to craft sticks. Then print out the instruments that depict
the characters in Peter and the Wolf. Match the instruments to the characters, and
glue them on the other side of the correct craft sticks.

Use your craft sticks to act out the story while listening to Peter and the Wolf.

Now use the same characters and settings and create a new storyline. Have
somebody record your craft stick puppets’ telling of a new story using a video
camera or phone.
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Resources
http://www.dsokids.com/media/10581/Peter-and-The-Wolf-Story-Sheet.pdf
http://momsinamerica.com/color/peter-and-the-wolf-coloring-pages-free/
http://musicforhomeschoolers-loretta.blogspot.com/2012/03/peter-and-wolfpreparing-for-lesson-2.html

Curriculum Connections
❖ Music
❖ English Language Arts
❖ Drama
❖ STEAM
❖ Visual Art
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Reed Four: Making Masks
INTRODUCTION
Peter and the Wolf is a story that features many animals. Different members of the
orchestra pretend to be the various animals as they play their instruments to make
the animals’ music. As you get ready to come to the concert, it would be fun to
pretend to be the animals in the story. Maybe you could act out the story of Peter
and the Wolf or act out your own story with similar characters. When you act out a
story, it’s fun to wear a mask. It can really help you get into the character, and
help you interact with the other members of the cast of your story.

ACTIVITY
Print out the animal mask from the last page of this activity and have an adult help
you cut it out using scissors. You may need to use heavy paper or cardstock, or
glue the template to some cardstock. You could also draw the template freehand if
you need it to be larger or smaller. You’re going to use color pencils, markers
paints, or craft objects such as fabric and feathers to design and color your mask.
Find some pictures of animal faces on the internet (use http://images.google.com)
and study the shape and expressions of them.
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The Outside (for all students):
❖ What color is your animal?
❖ What kinds of hair, fur, feathers, or other covering does your animal
have? Is it the same all over its face? What can you attach to your
mask to make this?
❖ What is the shape of its eyes?
❖ What is the shape of its nose? Does your animal have a beak or funny
nose?? Is it sharp or flat? Skinny or wide?
❖ What is the shape of its mouth? Do you want to show us its fangs or
teeth?
❖ Are there lines on your animal’s face that are like the way in which they
move? (Short quick lines? Fat, slow, curvy lines?)
The Inside (extension for older students):
❖ What does your animal most desire in the whole world? Admiration?
Friends? Yummy food? Peace and tranquility? Adventure?
❖ What does your animal most fear? Other animals? Being alone?
Looking silly?
❖ How does this animal want others to see them?
❖ What is your animal’s biggest fault or downfall? (Are they a “ScaredyCat?” A “Ditzy Duck?” A “Careless Crow?”)
How can as many of these things as possible be shown in the design of your
mask? Think about the contrast between materials that are light or dark, shiny or
dull, colorful or camouflaged, big or little, rough or smooth, soft or prickly.
Now imagine what instrument in the orchestra might play the music for your
animal. As you watch the concert, see if you can listen to the different sounds of
the orchestra and find one that would best suit your own animal. Maybe you
might like to learn to play that instrument.
Have an adult help you to punch out two holes in the sides of the mask, add some
ribbon and tie it round your head. Try telling animal stories or reading animal
poems with your mask on.
22
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Reed Five: Animal ‘Chirper’

INTRODUCTION
What if all the characters in Peter and the Wolf were on social media?
Imagine they could all communicate through tweeting. How would they tell
the story? What other conversations might they have?

ACTIVITY
Print out the next page. Choose a character from Peter and the Wolf and fill
out the sheet with your profile pic, your animal friends’ profile pics, your
“chirper” name, and a tweets conversation between the animals. Print out
more pages as you need them to continue the story or the conversation.
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Share & Connect!
Scan your conversation or take a photograph and send it in to us at the BSO
(education@bsomusic.org ). We’re going to have a lot of fun reading your tweeter
conversations.
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Reed Six: Making a Graphic Music Score
INTRODUCTION
Written music is a representation of sound. Each of the musicians has a music
stand in front of them that holds their music. The conductor also has a music
stand, but the copy of the music he has is called the “score”. The score is like a
musical map in that it contains what each instrument in the orchestra is playing. If
you were to write a piece of music for the orchestra, you would need to create a
score, so the conductor knows how your music is supposed to sound.

ACTIVITY
You can make a simple score just by drawing lines or symbols on a page. For
example, if you want musicians to play a note and get higher, maybe you could
draw a diagonal line moving up the page. If you want musicians to play loudly you
could create a large symbol. If you want them to play quietly, you would draw a
small symbol. How would you draw music to ask a flute player to play short, quiet
high notes? How would you draw music to ask a tuba player to play long, loud low
notes?
On a long piece of paper, try to move your pencil along to the music of Peter and
the Wolf as you listen to it. Listen to the beginning of the music when the narrator
tells you what instrument plays each character’s melody. How would you move
your pencil to show how the music sounds for Peter? How would you move
differently when you hear the bird? What about the wolf? Try it without ever lifting
your pencil off of the paper!
You are taking the sound you hear and putting it on paper. When you compose
music, you put the symbols on the paper and a musician translates that into sound.
That’s what a “graphic score” is: a picture of the music for someone else to play.
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You are taking the sound you hear and putting it on paper. When you compose
music, you put the symbols on the paper and a musician translates that into
sound. That’s what a “graphic score” is: a picture of the music for someone else
to play.
Let’s try making a graphic score using sponges and paint. It might be fun to work
in a group for this activity!
Think about the characters in Peter and the Wolf: Peter, the bird, the cat,
Peter’s grandfather, the duck, the wolf, and the hunters. What color would each
one be? Use a different sponge and paint color for each character. Start at the
end of a long piece of paper (ask your teacher if you can use roll paper) and
each time you hear a character’s instrument in the music, stamp their color on
the paper. What do you think could happen on the paper if you hear more than
one character at a time? What happens when you hear more than one
instrument at a time?
If you would like an extra challenge, you could make a collagraph plate for each
character. A collagraph plate is like a stamp that you can make all by yourself by
gluing different objects to a flat surface. Things like cardboard, sticks, and yarn
work really well. Then you could put some ink or paint on your collagraph plate,
pick it up, and stamp it on your paper! What patterns could you create for each
character? What do you think they would look like as you use them to
document Peter and the Wolf as you hear it?
Can someone else use your score to perform music? Try to share your score
with another group. Ask them to come up with a sound for every color that they
see. Each group member could perform that sound when they see their color.
You could be the conductor and move your finger slowly across the paper to
show them where they are in the music.
Keep going - you could make up your own story! Record your performance with
a video camera or take a photograph of your graphic score.
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Share & Connect
Send your recording and photograph to us at the BSO
(education@bsomusic.org). We’d love to see your score and listen to your music.
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Reed Seven: Tying Knots

INTRODUCTION
The orchestra relies a lot on scientific
engineering in order to create a good listening
experience for everyone. When you’re listening
to the concert online, you will notice that there
are many things suspended from the ceiling,
such as speakers, lights, acoustical tiles. How do
they stay up there and not fall? An architect
designed the hall based on the orchestra’s
needs, and an engineer worked out how to
make everything above your head stay up there.
In the story of Peter and the Wolf, Peter
manages to climb into the tree by tying a knot in
a rope and hoisting himself up. He uses knots to
“engineer” his way past the problem of being
stuck inside the garden gate. He is also able to
tie knots to catch the wolf. Again, he is using
engineering skills to solve a problem.
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ACTIVITY
Tying knots is an important skill for Peter. If he wasn’t able to tie the knot securely,
the wolf would get free and Peter would not be able to get him to the zoo.
Can you imagine how the story and music would have changed if the wolf had
gotten loose? When you tie your shoelaces, you have to make a good knot or your
laces will become untied and you will trip. You might learn to tie knots to tie your
necktie, put a bow in your hair, attach a fishing hook to a fishing line, tie your bike
to the bike stand at school, or wrap a parcel securely.
Learning to tie knots is fun. All you will need is a short piece of rope or thick string
to practice some basic knots. Click on the link below and choose the knot you want
to tie. The website will show you how to tie it. Maybe you will be able to make a
noose to catch the wolf!!!
Maybe you could invent your own knots and create a diagram or description of how
to tie the knot.

Resources
http://www.animatedknots.com/indexbasics.php
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Reed Eight: The Puppet Show Must Go On!

INTRODUCTION
Prokofiev’s Peter and the Wolf has some of the most descriptive and imaginative
music ever written. It is so wonderful to listen to and picture all the events in the
story just in your mind. But the piece is also so much fun to experience with
puppets to act out the story. Below are some activities to try creating your own
puppets.
32

ACTIVITY
Read the story!
Every story includes a beginning, middle, and end. Listen to the original story with music or read the
story summary of Peter and the Wolf (see Useful Web Links). Describe the scene, the characters, and the
plot. Pay attention to the instruments and themes that are used for each character. Notice how the
instruments sound, what the instruments look like, and how the sounds are produced.
Set the Scene!
Draw an illustration of each setting that occurs in the story of Peter and the Wolf. Be sure to include a
house with a gate, meadow with a tree, a pond, and a zoo.
Create Your Own Puppets!
Print out or draw your own version of each of the characters (Peter, his grandfather, the hunters, a duck, a
cat, a wolf, and a bird), cut them out, and attach them to craft sticks using glue or tape. (If you don’t have
craft sticks, try using straws, pencils, or toothpicks!) Then print out the instruments that depict the
characters in Peter and the Wolf. (Both sets of pictures found using the Useful Web Links.) Match the
instruments to the characters, and attach them on the other side of the correct craft sticks. Use your
puppets to act out the story while listening to Peter and the Wolf.
Full story - music with narration: https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjgCpDYgQuEteV15Uf4ezDttIORAbapW
Maybe you could create your own story for “Peter and the Wolf” using the music provided in the link
below. Then, create a new scenery background and change your craft sticks to your own characters. Try
using a digital tool such as FlipGrid to create a short video!
Recording of the music with no narrator: https://youtu.be/Fmi5zHg4QSM
Challenge: Make a video and tweet it to us @BaltSymphony so we can enjoy your performance!
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Resources
Full story - music with narration:
https://youtube.com/playlist?list=PLjgCpDYgQuEteV15Uf4ezDttIORAbapW
Story Summary: http://publish.uwo.ca/~floyd/cicsupt/lw/summary.htm
Musical themes: http://www.philtulga.com/Peter.html
Characters printable: http://musicforhomeschoolersloretta.blogspot.com/2012/03/peter-and-wolf-pictures-of-characters.html
Instruments printable:
https://classroomclipart.com/clipart/Clipart/Musical_Instruments.htm
Recording of the music with no narrator: https://youtu.be/Fmi5zHg4QSM

For additional educational materials and opportunities, subscribe to the BSO Families
Facebook Page!

All graphics except where otherwise noted were obtained from creativecommons.org.
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